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Measurement of .Available Soil Moisture 
by 
F •. V. Schultz 
1. Introduction 
The following pages are the author's notes taken during 1969 and are devoted, 
in the main, to a discussion of methods for measuring the resistivity of soil. 
~fuile this is not a satisfactory method for measuring soil moisture, the material 
was assembled before its shortcomings were appreciated and is documented here as a 
background to the study of soil moisture measurement as a function of depth. This 
material is derived trom source material and has been printed to have this information 
available. It does not reflect the research and literature since that time, nor th,e 
present thinking of the author. 
A teChnique based on the measurement of the dielectric constant ot the soil as 
a tunction of depth was later chosen as the most likely approach to a workable system. 
Dry soils have dielectric constants of about three to six, whereas water has a 
dielectric constant of about eighty. Consequently I as water is added to dry soil, the 
dielectric constant would be expected to rise from about five to higher and higher 
values rather rapidly as a function of the amount of water added. 
Since it was anticipated that it would be necessary to first develop a ground-
based instrument and later an airborne instrument for the measurements, the develop-
ment program was begun by first conducting an experimental 'program measuring the 
dielectric constant of soil as a function of water content, and frequency of the 
impressed electric voltage for the different types of soil most prevalent in Indiana. 
A constant temperature of 72°F was to be used for the first part of the work, as 
well as ion-free water. It was intended to use electrical frequencies from 20 kilo-
hertz to as high as necessary, perhaps 1 gigahertz (1 x 109 hertz). 
Many anomalous effects have been encountered in the measurements. The measured 
capacitance between the electrodes of the test capacitor was found to be a very 
strong function of the soil type (as was expected), of the frequency of the elec-
trical voltage used, of the salinity C?f the water used to wet the soil, and of the 
,length of time during which the sample is under test, as well as of the amount of 
water present. These effects have been explained, for the most part, but the real 
problem is to control them, in order to develop satisfactory field instruments. 
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The following pages are divided into the readings on five different methods 
proposed: 
Galvanic Resistivity Measurement Method • • • • • • • Page 8 
Use of Open-Wire Transmission Lines and 
Capacitors to Measure the Electrical 
Properties of Soil • • • • . . . . 
Use of Magneto-Telluric Fields 
Radiophase Method • • • • • • • . . 
• Page 27 
• Page 31 
• • Page 32 
Use of the Mutual Electromagnetic 
Coupling of Loops Over the Earth . . . . . . . . . . Page 32 
2. Ob.1 ecti ves 
The objectives of this project are two fold: 
a. To investigate the possibility 01' developing hand-carried instruments 
capable of measuring the available soil moisture content in the 
field at depths of about three inches, twelve inches, eighteen inches, 
and torty-eight inches. These measurements' should be made with an 
accuracy 01' no worse than a few percent. The equipment should be 
easi!,)" hand-portable (weighing not more than 20 pounds); it should be 
capable of' beiElg set up and read in not more than f'i ve minutes by a 
single semi-skilled opera.tor; and it should be reasonably rugged. 
If it is not possible to make the measurements at depths as precise 
as those listed above, a reasonable alternative woUld be to obtain 
readings which would give average soil moisture contents over the 
ranges of 2 - 4 inches, 12 - 16 inches, and 36 - 48 inches. Any 
instruments recommended f'or development must, of course, do a job 
superior to that being done by presently available instruments. 
b. To investigate the possibility of developing aircraft-carried 
instruments of reasonable weight, size, complexity, and rQggedness, 
capable of achieving the measuring capabilities discussed under 
"a" above. 
Since the requirenents listed under "a" above are much more likely to be 
achieved than those listed under "b") the hand-carried type of measuring instrument 
will be investigated first. This approach has the added advantages that some of 
the possible methods investigated under "a" maY turn out to be usetul under "b"; 
may, by modification, be useful under "b"; or may generate ideas which will be use-
ful under "b". 
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3. Basic Conaiderations 
The approach to the problem which had been hoped to be followed, py the 
present writer, had been to try to relate the electrical conductivity (0) and the 
permittivity (£) of the soil to the available moisture in the soi1 t taking into 
account the character of the soil, that is, whether it is clay, silt, or sand. 
These first steps leaned somewhat heavily upon the work of Davis, Lundien, and 
Williamson (1966), as well as upon the somewhat later work of Nikodem (1966). 
Based particularly upon the work of Davis, et 801., it had be~n .hoped that the 
measurement of soil conductivity, together with a knowledge of the type of soil, 
would suffice for the determination of the available moisture content of the soil. 
Heasurement of the conductivity appears to be much more easily accomplished than 
measurement of the electrical permittivity of the soil, particularly as a function 
of the depth. Unfortunately, hGwever, Baver (1956, p. 291) makes this comment: 
"Wili tney, Gardner and Briggs (1898) proposed an electrical 
conductivity method for measuring soil moisture in the field. 
Electrodes '-Tere placed in the soil, and the conductivity was 
measured and interpreted on the basis that any changes in 
electrical conductivity were brought about by varying amounts 
of water bet,,,,een the electrodes. It was soon observed, however, 
that small changes in the salt content of the soil solution 
affected the conductivit~ more than the amount of water that 
was present. In light of this fact, measuring soil moisture 
by means of electrical conductivity has never proved success-
ful. Multiple electrodes have been used but have not proved 
entirely satisfactory.:' (McCorkle, 1931) 
This is unfortunate because much work has been done, by geophysiCists in particular, 
on the problem of measuring soil electrical conductivity as a function of depth 
(Keller and Frischknecht, 1966, Chapter 3), and it appears to be a rather simple 
problem to develop a practical method for making electrical soil conductivity measure-
ments at varying depths below the surface of the earth. 
The work of Davis, et 801., (1966) indicates that the electrical permittivity of 
soil depends upon the percentage of water in the soil, as is shown in Figures 3-1, 
3-2~ and 3·3, ~"'hich are abstracted from their report. Consequently, it is believed 
that the determination of the electrical permittivity of soil, ~n ~, as a function 
of depth of the soil sample, will be interpretable as a measure of the availa.ble 
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The curves of Figure 3-4 (again abstracted from the report of Davis) et al.) 
show, however) that the relationship between the Er and the percentage of moisture 
content of the soil depends very strongly upon the type of soil, be it clay, silt, 
or sand. Nm-T , it is a yrell .. ·known fact that the composition of any given sample 
of soil is very rarely pure; that is, a given sample taken from an agricultural 
region is very rarely Dure clay, pure silt, or pure sand, but some mixture of the 
three basic types. Further, the mixture of the three basic soil types occuring at 
a given point of the earth's surface will be a function of depth below the surface 
of the earth) the coarser particles forming a higher percentage of the material 
near the surface than at sonewhat c~c.tcr dept:1s. These complicating factors must 
be kept in mind in the development of any satisfactory method for mea.suring the 
available soil moisture as a function of depth belmo/' the surface of the earth. 
The curves of Figures 3-1. 3·-2, and 3-3 indicate quite a scattering of 
points, especially at the higher frequencies of operation (5.87 ghz and 9.375 ghz) 
wi th considerably less scatter at the Im·Ter frequency of 297 mhz. A study of the 
Davis report indicates that the scatter is due to the method of measurement rather 
than being inherent in the relation between permittivity and percentage of water. 
It seems to be considerably more difficult to measure the electrical per·· 
mittivitv (E) of the soil, instead of the electrical conductivity (0), ~~~, 
but several methods see~ to have been used successfully to measure £, and these 
will be discussed later in this report. At least one, and possibly two, of these 
methods seems to be adaptable to our use as a ground instrument, and one of these 
may lead to the development of suitable airborne equipment. 
Baver (1956, p. 292) makes the statement, "It has been sh01'm by Shaw and 
Baver (1939b) that heat conductivity in soils can be used as an index of soil 
moisture. Use is made of the prinCiple of the increase in resistance of a wire 
conductor with increase in temperature to measure the changes in heat conductivity 
of the soil-water system .•. The ability of the soil to conduct heat aw~y from the 
element determines the tenperature rise. Since the heat conductivity of the soil 
varies with the moisture content, the reading on the microammeter is a measure of 
soil moisture. 
"Readings l-ri th this apparatus are not affected by the presence of electro-
lytes or changes in soil temperature. Readings can be made over the entire moisture 
range from saturation to the air-dried state. Results obtained by this technique 
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Gardner (1965), hmrever, T1akes the comment, "Ther ... 1oI.l conductivity and 
electrical capacitance measurel"'.ents in porous "blocks. althoulth favorably reported 
on fro..-n ticieto tir.le in the literature, have not cone into general use (see 
Fletcher, 1939~, Sha:i,r and Bo.ver ~ 1911.0;. And:::rson and Edlefsen, 1942: de Plater ~ 
1955 and Bloo&vort~ and Page, 1957). This probably results fron the fact that 
electrical conducti vi tv is so cQ.sil;T measured and porous blocl"s for such use are 
so easily constructed ... i1 
Because of this state!'~ent, and the fact that the thermal conducti vi ty 
method seer~s to lenc1 i tsclf best to situations involving repeated measurements 
on buried equipment) no furthe:r attention is planned, for the present, to the 
method. 
Gardner (1965, pp. 99 ··104 ) gives rather detailed consideration to the 
measurement of the resistivitv of buried porous blocks of various materi~ls, 
as a means for measuring soil moisture. Again, this method seems to possess the 
same undersirable characteristics, with regard to the present application, as 
does the thermal conductivitv method so it, too, will be given no further con-
sideration at present. 
4. Galvanic Resistivitv Measurer'.ent Hethod 
This is a !~lethod of <Bcasuring the resistivity of a sonewhat extended ::lasS 
of c.laterial, and it has been ~::uch used in :'leasuring the resisti vi ty ot' sections 
of earth. An excellent discussion of the basic theory of the !"lethod and its 
applications is given in Chapter 3 of Keller and Frisc~knecht (1966). 
The ~ethod consists basically of injecting a current I into the earth 
(or other :~laterial) at two points (A and B of Figure 4··1) and neasuring the 
volt~e U.V) bet',reen two other !,oints, M and N. The basic theory of the nethod 
is set forth in Appendix 4A of this section. It is shmffi there that if the con-
ductivity of the earth is isotropic and ho~'ogeneous~ and if the interface between 
the earth and the atnosphere is planar, the resistivity of the earth is given by: 
, 
\ tJ.V / K (6V) ,;" 2II ( 4 .. ·1) p = = I IL~ 1 1 1 1: -- '" '-AM BM i' AN BN I , ; 
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Here K is the geonetrlcal factor shmm in parentheses, AH is the distanc8 fron A to 
H, and so forth. If the earth is not uniforn, (4 ... 1) Ilav be used as 9, definition 
for the "apparent resistivity!i of th.e earth. 
Several different v8,lues are used for the dist?nces, AM:. etc. and the resulting 
configurations are given different nanes ~ and thev have sonewhat different character-· 
istics. 
The Wen~er array consists of four electrodes arranged in a straight line with 
AM = MN = NB = a, with the result that 
K K = 211 a (4·-2 ) 
.. r 
The Lee nodification of the Henner arrav has a thir1 potential electrode (0), 
r,idwav bet"leen '1 and N. Potential differences then are :-:1easured bet~reen ~1 and 0 
and bet..,-reen Nand O. The geonetrico.l factor for one half of the Lee array is 
= 411a (4-3) 
The tllO values of p, resulting fron using the t1.rO differe':'lt voltage readings, !·1 to 
o and 0 to N, are obtained "ri thout :::-J.oving the current probes. These two different 
r"eadings for p gi ye an indi cation as to whether or not there are hori zontal varia-· 
tions in p. 
In the Schltnberp.:er array, I1 ond IT have a spacing of b; A G,nd B have a spacing 
of 23., .. lith b «'l. The electrodes :'.re pl~,ced sVT1netricallv about the center point 
of the p.rray. For this I'xr'\v 
= (4-4 ) 
In the pol '1.I' dipole syste!'" the electrodes are '\rrangcd "l.S shmm in Figure 4-2. 
If b = c 
= 
Keller'md Frischknecht (on '0. 97 ) give the y<Que of I~ if b f. c. 
A v'lri'1tion of the pole.r dipole ~:rray has been used, as shown in Figure 4 ·3. 
This is discussed in SO!'1e det'lil bv Keller ~.nd Frischknecht. They '\lso discuss 
arr'\ys in which one of the current electrodes is placed ~t a relatively gre'lt 
o < p = ConstCl'lt < CO. 
figure 4.1. G&lvanic rea18tiv1ty method tor meuuriDg rea18tiYitr (~). 
It!!----Q 





distance froD the other three electrodes and in which one of the current electrodes 
and one of the potential electrodes ~re widely spaced fron each other, and both at 
relatively large distances fron the other two electrodes. 
In Section 16> Keller and Frischltnecht discuss the problens and consider'3.tions 
of instrunenting this nethod of neasuring the resistivity of the enxth. 
In Section l8~ Keller and Frischknecht discuss the applic~tion of the nethod 
to a nediun~ the properties of ll'hich ?..re rmisotropic. That is, p has one value, 
P.Q,' "Then r.J.casured horizont",.lly, Md another value, Pt 1 when '1e"lsured vertically. 
Neither value of p is considered to be '1 function of depth, however,'1.nd the work 
seens to have no npplicnbili ty to the present problen. 
Keller and Frischknecht linit their concern to inpressed currents vThich are 
either DC or AC with a r".8.Xinu.'"1 frequency of a fC"T dozen hertz. ~\Tait and Condo. 
o 
(1958), on the other hond, are interested in neasurenents nade at frequencies of 
the order of 15 khz. Consequently, they g,re concerned with displacenent currents 
and coupling between the current and potential circuits. Their work, therefore, is 
confined to consideration of the "~Jenner array and the so···called right an.,gle nrray, 
shown in Figure 4-4. The latter is especially effective in reducing undesired 
coupling bet~'Teen the current and potential circuits. In the present ,,!ork there 
appears to be no reason for using frequencies greater than a few dozen herts, so 
the nodifications of Tiai t nnd Conda see:-l to be of no i'-lportance to us at present. 
Wait and Condo. do consider the problen of a two·,layered earth, as illustrated 
in Figure 4·,,5, but they consider both () 1 and P 2 to be anisotropic, which is a 
conplico.tion appnrently not needed in the problen under investigation. Keller and 
Frischknecht also consider the two-layered earth but with isotropic resistivities, 
and it is their fmalysisw'hich is discussed in the fol101'Ting section. 
4.1 Resisti vi ty Measurenents of ~ Two·- Layered Earth 
Keller and Frischknecht treat this problen in their Section 19" and they 
refer to it as HThe Sinp;le Overburden Problen. ',I They aet up the problen as shown 
in Figure4-6~ where Po = co, PI # P2' A is the location of iJ. point.c;:urrent source 
of strength I, andM is the point at 'oThich it is desired to neasure the potenti~l, 
'I'M' By using the nethods of geometrical optics t which fol"l'1. an accurate analog for 














'l'M = I 
n=l [1 + 
if A and H are on the surface between the Po and PI regions, and with K12 = 
( p 2 - PI) 1 (p 2 + PI)' :{eller and Fri s chknccht st nte ~ vi thout nroaf, that the 
series in (4-6) converges if K is "not large. n 
12 
It then is strn.ightforvard to deterr:'.ine the apparent resisti vi ty for the 
~oJenner array: 
IJ.V 
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Similarly, for the SchlQDberger ~~d polar dipole arrays~ it can be shown that 
the apparent resistivities are~ respectively, 






Pa d = PI 3/2 , 
n=l [1 + (2nt/a)2] 
(4-9 ) 
00 ~2 ] + 3 I (2n~/a)215/2. n=l [1 + 
For each of the values given by (4-7), (4,··8), and (4-9) , with the overburden 




This is very useful information, in case one is interested in neasuring only the 
overburden resistivity, p. It also is a very logical result, based on physical 
reasoning. 
A sinila.rly logical result also is obtained frm1 (4-8), (4-9), and (4-10) 
if a »t. Then 
Po. w -, P a,s - Pa,d (4-11) 
In case alt or tla cannot be considered to be vanishingly snaIl" Keller 8nd 
Fris chknecht have prepared the curves of Figure (4-7) ~ for the ~!enner array, whi ch 
are self-explanatory. Obviously, si~ilar curves could be plotted for the 
Schlunberger and polar dipole arrays. Keller and Frischknecht point out that curves 
of the type given in Figure (4-7) differ ~ost between the three arrays if the sub-
stratun (P2) is either highly resistive or highly conductive (Figures (4--8) and 
(4--9». These results do not appear to be i)'1portant in the present application 
and are not discussed further here. 
4.1.1 Logarithnic Curve Matching 
All of the conputed apparent resistivity curves which have been sh01m in the 
illustrations have been plotted on a logarithnic coordinate systen. An advantage 
of 10garith.'"1ic curve plotting is that it permits a wide range of values for the 
variables to be presented on a single graph, though this is not the primary reason 
here. Consider (4-8); which was developed for the apparent resistivity which would 
be ~easured over a single overburden: 
P a,s = 
[




This equation nay be rewritten so that all the variables occur as dinension-
less ratios: alt and pip 1 : 
00 
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Figure 4-7. Relation between the apparent resistivity which would be 
m ... ured with a Wenner Array over a single overburden. 
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Figure 4-8. Comparison of resistivity sounding curves which would be at 
the surface of an overburden which rests upon an insulating 
substratum. The spacing factor for the Wenner Array has been 
multiplied by 1'38 so the 45° asymptote will pass through the 
point 1·1. The spacing factor for the polar dipole array has 
been multiplied by 1/2 so that its asymptote will pass through 
the same point. (Courtesy Keller and Frischknecht. 1966) 
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The equations for the apparent resistivity r.1easured 'vi th am! of the electrode 
arrays can be expressed in te~.s of these same dinensionless ratios. This ~eans 
that the theoretical curves computed "Tith these equations can be plotted without 
regard to the svstem of units used, 90 long as they are consistent, and without 
regard to the absolute magnitudes of any of the resistivities, electrode spacings, 
or bed dir.1ensions. In practice, it is most convenient to measure the apparent 
resistivity in terms of the resistivity of the overburden Pa/p
l 
and the spacing 
in terms of the thickness of the overburden~ alt. 
In normal field surveys~ the proper values for PI and t are not known, 
usually being the object of the survev. Thus, dimensionless ratios expressed in 
terns of the overburden resistivity and thickness cannot be used in plotting 
field data. The coordinates for a point plotted on an apparent resistivity curve 
should be (a/t, Pa/P I ). In a logarith~ic coordinate svstem, t~e coordinates of 
the sane point vTould be (log a -- log t, log P a - lo~ PI)' If a series of such 
points are to be plotted in logarithmic coordinates> the Q.uanti ties log t and 
log PI are the same for all points. If values of 1 are arbitrarily assigned to 
the parameters t and P l' each of the points along the apparent resistivity curve 
will be shifted a constant distance (log t) horizontally and a constant distance 
(log Pl) vertically. The shape of a curve plotted in logarithmic coordinates is 
preserved, even when the ordinate and abscissa of each point along the curve are 
multiplied by arbitrary constants. The preservation of curve shane in logarithmic 
coordinates is the basis for the curve···matching method of interpretation. 
A field curve, which is a plot of apparent resistivity as a function of 
electrode spacing obtained in a field survev, will have the same shape as a curve 
computed from theoretically derived expressions provided both are plotted to the 
same logarithraic scales. These field curves may be compared directly with a set 
of theoretical curves by superposition. 
In superposition, field data are plotted on a sheet of logarithmic graph 
paper which has exactly the sar.,e scales as the graph paper on which a set of 
theoretical curves have been plotted. The sheet with the field data (the field 
curve) is laid over the sheet with the theoretical curves and is moved around 
until the points on the field curve correspond, or match with one of the theo-
retical curves. The onl;! restriction in I!loving the field curve around is that 
the coordinate axes of both sets of curves must be kept par~llel 
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The technique for curve matching is illustrated in Figure 4,lOt using the 
data listed in Table 4l. 
These data have been -plotted on logarithm.ic coordinates on Figure 4·10. A 
set of dashed two-layer theoretical curves has been superimposed on top of the 
field data, and moved around until a match was found between the field data and 
the theoretical curves. The origin of coordinates for the dashed theoretical 
curves (a/t = l~ P /P
1 
= 1) is known as the theoretical cross. This point 
a 
corresponds to a point on the field plot w'i th corresponding values for P and a. a 
In the example, these two points establish the conditions: 
aft = 1 on the dashed theoretical curves when a is 70 m on 
the field curve, and 
1 on the theoretical curves when p is 0.72 ohm-m on a the field curve. 
These two conditions constitute a set of two equations with t'-TO unknowns t and 
PI' Solving these equations: 
t = a = 70 m 
PI = Pa = 0.720hm-TI. 
4.1.2 Critique of Section 4.1.1 
This procedure appears to be much too complicated for a rapid collection of 
do.to. in the field. It docs seem, hO'ltrever, that it eould be used rather simpl v to 
obtain the resistivity, PI of the overburden. If it is assumed that the over-
burden has a thickness of four inches, and if a set of values of electrode spacing. 
0., of perhaps one inch were used, the curves of Figure 4··7 reveal tho.t the ratio 
of Pa,w to PI would be essentiallY unity and the value of Pa'w read would be 
essentially equal to PI' especially if the ratio of P 2 to P I differed by not too 
large an amount fron unity as is Imo'.ffi to be the case, in general. If there were 
some doubt as to the validity of this last assumption, t~m different values of 
(a) might De used (not too difficult to achieve, mechanically, it would seem) of 
perhaps a = 1 inch ~d a = 0.5 inch, and the resulting values of P ,w compared. a 
If the t.TO measured values of P ,w differed by no more than a few percent, the 
a 
-19-
Table 4-1. Field data obtained from a Schlumberger sounding at 
Searles Lake, California (Keller and Frischknecht~ 1966). 
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Figure 4-9. Comparison of resistivity sounding curves which would" be 
obtained at the surface of an overburden which rests upon 
a perfectly conducting substratum. The spacing factor for 
the polar dipole curve has been multiplied by the factor 
1/2. (Courtesy Keller and Frischknecht. 1966) 
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Figure 4-10. Example of the interpretation of a field curve by super-
position with a set of two-l~er (single overburden) 
resistivity curves. (Courtesy Keller and Frischknecht,1966) 
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value of P a ,w measured by us ing the smaller of the tyro values of a., could be 
assumed to be very close to the true value of PI' All of this reasoning would, 
of course, need to be verified by carefully conducted experimental work. 
l.fuen one considers the problen of measuring the resistivity at depths of 
12, 18, and 48 inches~ one does not seem to b8 able to use the theory developed 
by Keller and Frischknecht for the two·-layered earth. .An examination of Figure 4·-7 
reveals that for a>t, as is necessary for l'1easurin~ PI' the procedure discussed 
above under "Logarithmic Curve Matching fl would need to be follm.,red, and this 
appears to be a too complicated and time-consuming process for use in making 
rapid field measurements by semi-·sldlled operators. Also, this particular method 
is valid for only a ti,TQ-Iayered earth. Keller and Frischknecht (pp. 135-178) do 
discuss "Interpretation of Resistivitv Soundings Hhen There Are More Than Two 
Horizontal Boundaries," but this procedure seems'to be completely unreasonable for 
rapid field work. 
It would appear that a more practical method for measuring the resistivity 
at different soil depths would be to use an apparatus of a type suggested by the 
sketch of Figure 4-·11. In practice, the framework F vould be placed horizontally 
upon the earth -- probably it would be desirable to use a leveling device to ensure 
that F would be truly horizontal -- and then each of the rods ivould be driven into 
the earth to the desired depth. These depths would be 14 inches to measure the 
available soil moisture content in the band fror.". 12 to 16 inches, and 42 inches to 
measure the moisture content in the band from 36 to 48 inches. The two outer rods 
(A and B) .. Tould be used as the current probes and the ti.rO inner rods (M and N) as 
the potential probes. Then, if the total length, 30., of the array is but a snaIl 
fraction of the depth of the uninsulated tips of the rods (A, B, M, N) belo1,r the 
surface of the earth. the apparatus should function as a Wenner array immersed in 
a homogeneous, isotropic conducting medium and the theory developed in the first 
part of Appendix 4A should apply, with the result that 
p = (4-14) 
There are many practical considerations to be taken into account in the 
development of the device described above, and whether or not such a device can 
be developed into a useful tool seems to depend upon whether or not the problems 
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Figure 4-11. Extended Wenner Array'. A.B ,M,N are slender stainless 
ateel rods of perhaps 3/16" or 1/4ft 41aeter, each 
covered with a thin coating of a tough. abruive-
resistant insulating material. The spacing between 
these tour rods 18 held at "(Lit inches by the trame-
work F and the rigidity of the rods. The roda are 
tree to JIOve (under axial force) through the openinp 
in the tramework F. The bottOll tips of the tour rods 
are sharply pointed and -tree ot insulation. 
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associated with these. practical considerations can be solved. In the first place, 
the spacings between the probe tips must be held to the, as yet unknown, spacing, 
a, within an unknown specified tolerance. The spacing, a, must be small enough so 
that the currents froM the urobes, A and B, are confined to a volume small enough 
so that the calculated value of p would be the average value within a region of 
not more than a few inches across. 
In driving the probes into the earth, it ... rill be necessarv that the spacing 
of their tips remain at the distance "a;' within some, as yet unkno"rn, tolerance. 
This will require that the probe rods must be of great enough diameter to prevent 
bending during insertion, and vet small enough to leave the natural condition 
of the soil undisturbed. 
In order to avoid polarization effects, it ,viII be necessary to use AC 
current rather than DC, as the current inserted into the current probes A and B. 
The frequency of this current must be low enough so that the capacitive current 
flowing through the insulated sides of the probes A and B w·ill be inappreciable 
when compa.red iNi th the conductive current floTving through the uninsula.ted lower 
tips of the probes A and B. ./Uso, the magnitude of the current inserted into the 
earth must be great enough to guarantee that the voltage readings between the 
potential terminals, M and N, will be large enough to be reliable. This current 
must not be so great, however, as to cause any appreciable changes in the pro-· 
perties of the soil, the resistivity of which is being measured, nor so great as 
to require the hand-carried power supply to be unduly heavy and large. 
It is believed that the answers to the above-discussed problems can be 
found only through an experimental program. 
Appendix 4A Basic Theorv of the Galvanic Resistivity Measurement \1ethod. 
Consider a DC point current source embedded in an unbounded, homogeneous, 
isotropically conducting medi~71. A radially directed current of density 
j = r J r 
will flow, and a radially directed electric field intensity> of 
w+-





will exist. Both E and J will be functions of the spherical coordina.te r r r 




E and J must satisfy the equations 
-+ -+ 
E = pJ 
-+ 
J = 0, 
( 4A--3) 
(4A-4) 
where p is the resistivity of the medium. If a potential function, f, is defined 
as usual, then 
-+ 
E = -VIJ! 
and 
= o 
In polar coordinates, IJ! does not depend upon 0 and $, and (4A-6) becomes 
d 
dr o 
This may be integrated twice to give 






where C and D are undetermined constants. IJ! must ~o to zero as r -+ =, so D = O. 
In order to evaluate C, the following procedure is used. The total current, I, 





• ds = 1 p 
= 
-+ 
• ds = 
s 
1 
p f (- ·~7 ) ds 
s 
(- ~) (4rrr2) = pr 
4rrc 
p (4A-9 ) 
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F:i.gure 4A-2. Several current sources at _interface. 
Consequently. 
c -pI = Tn 






As noted at the beginning of this appendix, (4A··ll) has been derived for an 
unbounded nedium. now, if the situation is as shown in Figure 4A .. l, the surface 
through '''hi ch current flow's in (4A-9) is 2J1r 2 rather than 4rrr2 , and (4A-ll) becomes 
= -2.l 
2IIr 
Now, if we have a s i tuat ion as shown in Figure 4A.2, 1·ri th point current 




, and 1 4 , the potential at M is 
III -.....e.. 
r M - 211 
Consequently, for the array of Figure 0 4-1, ,?i th a current source (I) 
at A and a current sink (-I) at B, 
'I'M L 
I I = .. --2II 
AM BH 
'I'N P-
I I = 2II 
PJ' BN 1\ 
Then, 
tJ.V 'I'M 'I'N 
pI 1 + 1 1 
1 ) = .- = --2TI , 
AM BN BM AN 






Keller and Frischknecht (pp. 122 lq6) discuss 1'lnny refineMents and extensions 
of the basic method) '·rhich has been described herein. Their additional naterial 
pertains to situations involving several horizontally stratified ho~ogeneous 
layers, horizontal inhomogeneities (vertical faults), non-horizontal surfaces of 
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inhomogeneity (dipping beds), etc., ""hich are of importance in making measurements 
to relatively great depths but do not appear worthy of discussion here, where the 
de~ths of interest vary from a very few inches to a very few feet. 
5. Use of Open-1,vire Transmission Lines and Capacitors to neasure the Electrical 
Properties of Soil. - ' 
Kirkscether (1060) seens to have been the first to use a transmission line 
terninated in soil to measure the electrical properties of the earth. Since then, 
staff members of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) have used the method 
quite extensively to measure the electrical properties of a forest environment 
(from above sqil level to treo-top level) as ,·rell as those of the earth. Only 
the three reports by SliI listed as references see!'l to cover the subject in suf·, 
ficient detail (Parker and Hagn, 1066· Goldstein, Parker, and Hagn, 1967: and 
Parker and ~Iakarabhiromya, 1967). 
The basic theory of the method is very simple, but, for completeness, it 
'viII be outlined here 'j together with a brief discussion of the measurenent pro--
cedure. 
I\n open t~vo-vrire transmission line is inserted vertically into the earth) 
10Thich is assumed to be a homogeneous isotropic mediUI'l, ,vi th electrical per-
mittivity, €, electrical permeability, ~, and electrical conductivity, o. The 
transoission line~ of course, is !'lade of t.ro conductors 1Nith equal diameters, 
and a definite (and, supposedly successful) effort is made to keep them equally 
spaced as they are inserted into the earth. The end of the transmission line 
which is inserted into the earth is, of course, open circuited. The input 
iopedance of the open-circuited transmission line (of length ~l)' as measured 





o = tanh yt 
1 
where Z is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, and o ' 
y = I.jw~ (0 + jwE) 
the propagation constant of the TE!'1 1;Tave, on the transmission line, Moving 




Now, if a second transmission line, identical to the first but tl,rice as 
long (Q,2 = 2 Q,l)' replaces the first, lve have for its in'Dut impedance at the 
surface of the earth: 
z (£2) oc = 
z o 
tanh 2yQ,1 
Now, fro;n (5 ,1) and (5-3), one finds that 
Z2 tanh y.Q,1 1 = = (1 + tanh2 Y£I) 
ZI tanh 2Y£1 2 
This leads to 
/2Z2 _. ZI 








Thus, by neasurin«: Zl and Z2' one can calculate Zo and y. 
and y turn out to be complex. Let us vTrite 
In general, both Z o 
y = Ct + ,is (5-7) 
Then, as shown by Parker and Hagn (1966., p. 11), 
(5-8) 
= 2a.B w 
where c is the veloci tv of electromagnetic waves in free space (3 x 108 neters .. 
sec-I); e: is the relative pernitti vi ty ~ or dielectric constant, K, of the earth; 
r 
and w = 2Rf, "There f is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave used. 
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As mentioned at the beginnin~ of this section, the theory of the measure-
ment is based upon the assumption that the earth surrounding the trans~ssion 
line is h~ogeneous. If this is not true, one measures some sort of average of 
the earth's properties. Consequentlv, if the properties of the earth are known 
to vary with depth, one ~ust use discretion in his choice of values of 21 and 
£2 in order to insure that the values of €:r and (J which he Measures are satis" 
factorily close to the actual values which exist close to the surface. Obviously. 
the, this method is limited to makin~ measurements which are an average of the 
values of Er and (J within a very few inches of the surface of the earth. To make 
measurements at greater depths it might be possible to develop a modification of 
the method, whi ch, to the "V1ri ter 's knowled/2;e, has not yet been done. One could" 
of course, dig a pit in the earth and Make Measurements in the sides of the pit 
at various depths belm·r the earth 1 s surface but, obviously) this is out of the 
question for rapid measurements in a tilled area. 
l\. second question which arises has to do with the extent to which the 
electromagnetic field extends in a horizontal direction beyond the conductors 
comprising the transmission line. This question has been investigated by 
Parker and Hagn (1966, DD. 1-4) and the results are exhibited in Figure 5·1. 
This figure shoVTS that about 90% of the pOvTer flmving along the line is con-
tained within a cylinder having a radius (about the midpoint between the two 
conductors) equal to the spacing of the two conductors, for a 300-ohm. line. 
Consequently, one can conclude that the horizontal spreading of energy is 
qui te nodest. 
!~o work seems to have been done on the extent to which the electromag-
netic field extends beyond the open·-circui ted end of the transmission line. 
This would seem to depend upon the loss tangent of the soil. 
If the two conductors of the transmission line are inserted but a very 
few inches into the soil, and if the operating frequency is not too high, the 
two conductors can be considered as the plates of a capacitor~l and the theory 
becomes somewhat simDler. Then (with ly2! « l)~ 
Y = oc 
1 
Z oc 
Y2 = (G + jWC) t , (510 ) 
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Relative power distribution in the vicinity 
o~ am open wire line (OWL). (Court •• yo Parker 




y = input admittance of the open-circuited transmission line, oc 
or capacitor 
2 = length of transmission line; 
y = adni ttance 0 ner unit length, of the transMission line; 
G = conductance, ncr unit length, of the tra.nsmission line; and 
C = capacitance, 'Per unit length, of the transmission line. 
~-Ti th Y (a complex quantity), w, and 9, of (5-10) measurable, G and C can be oc 
calculated. 
Next, measure the characteristics of the transmission line in free space, 
thus obtaining the free-space values (denoted by primes): C' and G'. If the 
magnetic permeability of the earth can be assumed to be the same as that of free 
space, as is almost invariably the case, one can calculate the pronerties of the 
soil from the equations given by Kirkscether (1960): 
8.85 G
mh os 





E = r C' (5 -12) 
Kirkscether shmls that, if the experinental arrangerl.ent is treated as a 
transmission line with the two different lengths 9,1 and 22 = 22 1 , then the 
equations are redundant and one may calculated the 1.I of the soil from two differ . 
ent equations, which gives one a check on the accuracy of his work. 
All four of the references cited early in this section give useful advice 
on hOVl to best carry out the experiments and avoid difficulties. 
6. Use of Magneto-Tfllluric Fields 
Apparently Tikhonov (1950) in the TJSSR and Kato and Kikuchi (1950) in 
Japan were the firtt to point out that the electrical characteristics of the deep 
strata of the earth's crust could be determined from a combined analysis of geo-
magnetic and telluric (earth-current) field variations. These variations have 
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frequencies of the order of 10. 3 to 1.0 Hz. 11. rather extensive series of inves-
tigations of the method have been made) and the "lork to date seems to be '\olell 
s'llI11marized by Cagniard (1953), Fait (1962), and Hu (1968). Each of these three 
papers include a long list of references. 
The method seems to have a vertical resolution, in determining character-
istics of the enrth~ of the order of about one kilometer, so it is completelv 
in applicable to the present problem. 
7. Radiophase Hethod 
This method of mapping earth conductivitv (Barringer, 1968) measures the 
relative magnitudes and phases of the horizontal and vertical components of the 
electric and magnetic field vectors, near the surface of the earth, produced by 
a distant cO!'JIllercial radio transmitter eMitting 50-1000 kilmTatts of C-H pmver 
at about 20 khz. Fro:c1 these measurements, nade in an aircraft flying at an al-
titude of a few hundred feet, it is possible to determine the conductivity of the 
earth. If the earth has two or more strata of differing conductivities, it is 
possible to use two or more frequencies to interpret the results. 
The neasurements reported seem to have been rather preliminary, but it 
appears that the vertical resolution is entirely inadequate for our purposes~ A18o~ 
the quantity neasured is the conductivity of the earth i,Thich, as discussed pre-
viously herein, is not a valid indicator of available soil noisture content. 
8. Use of the Mutual Electroma~netic Couplin~ of Loops Over the Earth 
James R. Hait (1954, 1955) and other referenced bv T,vait have made a theore-
tical investigation of the r.1utual elecJ;ronagnetic coupling between two wire loops 
located over the earth. In his 1955 paper, Hait considers the case '\-Then both loops 
are located at s~e distance above the earth. He obtains equations and curves for 
the mutual coupling between two small loops, both on a flat homogeneous ground, and 
also, for the case ,.here both loops are situated at a fini tc height above the 
earth-air interface. He ne~lects the displacement currents in the ground, which 
seems to invalidate his work insofar as application to our problem is concerned. 
Furthernore, he states, "The extension of these results to a stratified ground is 
verv difficult in general: ho',rever, certain special cases arc 8J'J.enable to analyti-
cal treatnent ... " and then he gives three references to such work. 
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. no ready application of ~<1ai t' s work is evident to the present writer, and 
no later vTork has been located. 
9. Transmission Line Synthesis A proach to 11easuring Earth Fermi tti vi ty (and. thus, 
Earth Moisture as a Function of Depth. 
It can be shown that, under certain conditions; for a non-unifor!:l transmission 
line, the characteristics impedance of the line? as a function of length, can be 
deternined by measuring the input impedance of the line as a function of frequency 
(Sharpes 1963; Heim and Sharpe, 1967; Berger, 1966; Youla, 1964; Stad~ore) 1965; 
Wohlers, 1966; and Becher and Sharpe, 1969>. 
1-1ost of the worlt done to date involves only lossless lines. In order to 
insert a two-"Tire transmission line into the earth and measure the dielectric con-
stant of the earth by deternining the characteristic impedance of the line as a 
function of length, it appears that much needs to be done yet with reg~d to lossy 
transmission lines.' Also, presently available methods require the solution of an 
involved integral equation> and these solutions appear to require the use of a 
digital computer. This, of course, is not feasible for field ,york, so it appears 
that there are two problems requirin~ more work: a more complete analysis of the 
lossy line proble~, and a simplification of computational procedures. 
If the ground ,truth measurerlent of soil moisture as a function of depth can 0 
be made by the use of transmission lines, as outlined above, it nay be possible to 
extend the rle~hod to airborne radars, because of the close analogy between the 
theory of transmission lines and of uniform plane electrqaagnetic waves. 
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